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New Twitter Files:

The FBI is helping Ukraine censor Twitter users, including journalists.

The FBI aided a Ukrainian intelligence effort to ban Twitter users and collect

their data. Twitter declined to censor journalists targeted by Ukraine, including

Aaron Maté. 

Article here: mate.substack.com/p/fbi-helps-uk…

In March 2022, an FBI Special Agent sent Twitter a list of accounts on behalf of the SBU, Ukraine’s main intelligence

agency. The accounts, the FBI wrote, “are suspected by the SBU in spreading fear and disinformation.”

FBI helps Ukraine censor Twitter users and obtain their info, including journalists
The FBI aided a Ukrainian intelligence effort to ban Twitter users and collect their data, leaks reveal. Twitter declined to censor journalists

targeted by Ukraine, including Aaron Maté.

https://mate.substack.com/p/fbi-helps-ukraine-censor-twitter

In an attached memo, Ukraine's SBU provided a list of accounts that it alleged have been "used to disseminate

disinformation and fake news to inaccurately reflect events in Ukraine."

It then asked Twitter "to block these Twitter accounts and provide us with" their "user data."

The Ukrainian government’s FBI-enabled list of accounts marked for censorship extends to members of the media.
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The SBU list that the FBI provided to Twitter included my name and Twitter profile, as well was several Russian

journalists.

In response to the FBI, Twitter agreed to review the accounts but raised concerns about its inclusion of “American

and Canadian journalists (e.g. Aaron Mate).”

The FBI’s attempt to ban Twitter accounts at the request of Ukrainian intelligence is among the most overt requests

for censorship revealed to date in the Twitter Files.

The FBI described the suppression effort as "assistance to Ukraine." 

The FBI declined to answer my questions about its aid to Ukrainian intelligence censorship efforts.

“While we appreciate your inquiry, as a matter of practice we do not confirm, deny, or otherwise comment on

specific interactions nor confirm the veracity of correspondence,” FBI… twitter.com/i/web/status/1…

• • •
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More from @aaronjmate

Aaron Maté
@aaronjmate

New: John Durham faulted the FBI for baselessly probing

Trump-Russia collusion and relying on Clinton-funded

material. Yet Durham does not address the evidentiary holes

and Clinton tie in Russiagate’s core allegation: that Russia

hacked DNC emails and gave them to Wikileaks.…

twitter.com/i/web/status/1…

Material obtained by Durham’s team shows that the Clinton

campaign and its contractor, the cyber-firm CrowdStrike,

stonewalled the FBI’s requests for critical data about the

Read 12 tweets
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Aaron Maté
@aaronjmate

Leaked "bleak" Pentagon assessment is "a marked departure

from" the White House's "public statements about the vitality

of Ukraine’s military", and will likely "embolden critics who

feel the US and NATO should do more to push for a negotiated

settlement." wapo.st/43fXb2N

"Beyond the leaked document, U.S. officials said the prospects

for a modest outcome in the spring offensive also were

reinforced in a classified assessment by the National

Intelligence Council," which "found that Ukraine was

Read 4 tweets
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@thomasphipps Gosh @thomasphipps, whoever is giving you

this has come with something incredibly weak -- and that's

being generous. Let's put aside for a second that you've

distorted my argument, which I'll return to. Let's just address

your argument first.

@thomasphipps You admit that IIT's study "doesn’t mention

‘foam,’" but then assert that that's because "clinicians refer to

this symptom" as "fulminating pulmonary edema." Did you

google this? Fulminating means rapid. And pulmonary edema

Read 8 tweets
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@aaronjmate

This really is news: The Intercept has appointed @mariaressa

to its board of directors. Ressa was also recently appointed

chairperson at @MoveDemocracy, a project of the National

Endowment for Democracy, a US gov't-funded intel front.

Congrats to all. ned.org/nobel-peace-pr…

The Intercept's announcement of Ressa's appointment to its

board describes her as a "globally recognized leader in

independent journalism." It fails to mention her recent

appointment to a US gov't-funded regime change org.
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The House has defeated a measure to withdraw US forces

from Syria. The final vote was 103-321. A few highlights from

the debate:

Referring to ISIS, @RepRyanZinke (R-MT) says we can't

withdraw from Syria because "either we fight 'em in Syria, or

we'll fight 'em here... in the streets of our nation." Did he

borrow this line from what Adam Schiff said about Russia? ()

Read 7 tweets

One month after Sy Hersh reports that US blew up Nord

Stream, US officials declare that "newly collected intelligence"

"suggests" that it was in fact a "pro-Ukraine group." US has

used Ukrainians for a proxy war against Russia. Now using

them to take the blame for Nord Stream.

Of course, "U.S. officials declined to disclose the nature of the

intelligence, how it was obtained or any details of the

strength of the evidence." They also have "no firm

conclusions." So they have no evidence and no conclusions.

Read 4 tweets
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